South Australia

Welcome to nature’s playground. South Australia.
South Australia boasts a seemingly endless coastline dotted with white sandy beaches, rippling swells and massive,
rugged cliffs. Driving through the Flinders Ranges and Outback, you’d be forgiven for thinking you were navigating the
unexplored face of Mars. Set foot on rich red earth bordered by towering cliffs and deep craters.
There's a world of new experiences and things to do in South Australia, from the aquamarine rock pools of Greenly
Beach to the ancient red earth of Bunyeroo Valley. Get up-close to iconic Australian wildlife only minutes away from
Adelaide’s CBD or swim with sea lions and sharks on the Eyre Peninsula. Adelaide is a culinary playground with a
delicious mix of fine dining restaurants, award-winning cafes, bustling food markets and booming boutique bars. Home
to world-famous culinary heroes, producing game-changing dishes and drinks in Adelaide restaurants and our
bountiful regions. The Barossa, Clare Valley, McLaren Vale and Adelaide Hills are food and wine meccas, offering
some of the most exclusive, unique and boutique drinking and dining experiences in the world.
South Australia is home to 18 wine regions and has officially been named a Great Wine Capital of the World. Beach
lovers will be in heaven at the stunning beaches, while those with an adventurous spirit can try their luck at some of
the country’s most epic surf spots.

Australia

Australia is a land of many opportunities for visitors.
It contains a breathtaking diversity of natural landscapes from the snow-capped mountains of the Southern Alps to the
lush rainforests of the tropical north, and from the spectacular surf beaches of the coast to the wide open spaces of
the Australian Outback. No visit would be complete without exploring some of Australias natural heritage icons, such
as the Great Barrier Reef, Kakadu National Park and Uluru.
Just as distinct are Australias cities, where our laid back lifestyle and cosmopolitan culture meet. You will find a
melting pot of cultures and a medley of theatre, restaurants, nightlife and events. Come, stay and celebrate, then
spring into the rest of your Australian holiday. Australia has so much for you to explore, whether you want nature,
wildlife, outback adventure, islands, rainforest or reef. Australias unique beauty is spread across eight states and
territories, so find out more about the distinct attractions within each:
•
•

www.australia.com
www.about-australia.com

